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By Patricia Smith

Coffee House Press, United States, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. In minute-by-minute detail, Patricia Smith tracks Hurricane Katrina as it transforms into a
full-blown mistress of destruction. From August 23, 2005, the day Tropical Depression Twelve
developed, through August 28 when it became a Category Five storm with its scarlet glare fixed on
the trembling crescent, to the heartbreaking aftermath, these poems evoke the horror that unfolded
in New Orleans as America watched it on television. Assuming the voices of flailing politicians, the
dying, their survivors, and the voice of the hurricane itself, Smith follows the woefully inadequate
relief effort and stands witness to families held captive on rooftops and in the Superdome. She gives
voice to the thirty-four nursing home residents who drowned in St. Bernard Parish and recalls the
day after their deaths when George W. Bush accompanied country singer Mark Willis on guitar: The
cowboy grins through the terrible din, *** And in the Ninth, a choking woman wails Look like this
country done left us for dead. An unforgettable reminder that poetry can still be news that stays
news, Blood Dazzler is a necessary step toward national healing. Patricia Smith is...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication might be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It normally is not going to charge excessive. Its been written in an remarkably
simple way and is particularly just after i finished reading through this book through which in fact transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Juston Mr a z-- Juston Mr a z

Here is the greatest pdf i have got read through till now. It typically will not charge excessive. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's
what catalogs are for concerning when you question me).
-- Eula lia  La ng osh-- Eula lia  La ng osh
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